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1 Introduction

Query by capture has been getting more and more popular since the invention of smart phones equipped with high resolution cameras. Some deployments include Google query by capture and TinEye. Google query by image supports searching captured logos and texts. TinEye supports web search of contents related to queries that is uploaded. The idea of these applications is to support searching pictures to find matches and corresponding contents. Building such a content based visual search system includes two steps: 1) collecting and building an image databases and corresponding contents; 2) search platform supporting live index, searching and uploading new pictures and annotations.
Visual query by capture are made possible with reliable and repeatable visual features (SIFT[1], SURF[2]). N SIFT features are extracted from a query image q. Searching the query image q are actually matching each feature of the query to the databases of image features. Some images in the databases are hit by the feature in query image q and ranked according to the hit count. This process is similar to text search which is counting the word count.

**MY ASP.NET APPLICATION**

![My ASP.NET Application](image)

In this project, we plan to build a Northwestern University landscape pictures & annotations database and a web-based interface to support landscape picture & annotation upload, live index and search by uploading picture. An existing demo is built with Asp.Net as shown in Figure 3. Some landscape pictures and annotations are available as shown in Figure 4. More pictures and annotations are needed. We can either take pictures by ourselves or sending emails to northwestern university students asking for more participation.

2 Technical Validations

Visual search architecture would include the following parts: 1) Feature extraction[3,4,5]; 2) Live indexing of features [6,7,8,9,10,11]; 3) Search algorithm[12,13,14,15,16,17].
These modules are available in Matlab now and we need to convert these codes to Linux executable versions. SIFT features are used as features because SIFT feature is highly discriminative and repeatable among similar images. VL-Feat is used as the SIFT extraction software. Indexing of SIFT features is implemented with kd-tree[3]. Searching features of query images are searching the kd-tree and locating the leaf node and hit count are used as indicator of a match.

We need a web interface to present this application, which supports search landscape images and annotations with mobile phone captured images. Ideally, this web interface is implemented with Php/MySql [18,19] and served on Apache server in Linux environment. This interface has the following functionality: 1) uploading images and annotations; 2) calling indexing functions and searching functions; 3) presenting results in friendly user interface.

3 Collecting Landscape Images

Figure 4 Samples images at Northwestern University campus

Each landscape like library, Gym is organized into a folder containing images and a annotation file containing contents related with the landscapes. I have some of the pictures at hand now and still need more pictures. We can either take more pictures by ourselves or ask students to participate with emails. Images should be taken at resolution of 1024 * 768. Each building or landscape should be taken from different angles and multiple pictures should be taken for each angle.


